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"GATE KEEPERS OF THE FAITH"

The images of Jesus as the gateway and Jesus as the shepherd are
powerful pictures for our minds. The two images are so integral to
each other they should be considered as one and discussed within the
same conversations.

As "gate keepers of the faith" we need to explore the significance
of Jesus' use of the door and the shepherd images. Jesus usually spoke
to his listeners out of experiences they could comprehend. Life's
realities became the substance of Jesus' teachings. The idea of a
shepherd talking about his flock would be like a teacher talking about
school or a rancher talking about cattle.

Modern times have accentuated the practicality of how Jesus illus
trated his messages. In Archaeology Today, a revealing article came
to my attention. By necessity, archaeologists are trying to find more
effective means of discovering potential areas for setting up future
digs. One method utilized an ultraphonic x-ray machine. The machine
is located on a plane which flies over the historical terrain. The
aerial photographs reveal underground densities. These densities are
images which reveal walled cities and fortifications. In the region
where Jesus plied his ministry, the aerial photos revealed "SHEEPFOLDS".
The pictures showed innumerable circles about a day's journey apart.
These walled-in areas were where the shepherds could bed down their
sheep after a long day's grazing. It was where the sheep could sleep,
protected from wolves and jackals. The "sheepfold" had only one gate
by which anyone or anything could enter or exit. The reason was simple.
At night, the shepherd would lie across the entrance so that would-be
predators couldn't enter except by way of the guarding, protecting
shepherd.

We too have our "sheepfolds" in today's world. It is the church.
As members of a church, we have the freedom to enter or exit the sanctu
ary of our choice. When inside, we can discern the types and kinds of
people we will be mingling with. It makes it easier for the visitor
to assess whether this community of faith corresponds with one's own
faith and values.

A secondary function of the church is to provide a standard by
which we can recognize false prophets or wolves in sheep's clothing.
Just as the shepherd can see the wolf scaling the walls of the "sheep-
fold", so can the Christian sense the imitator or opportunist. Today,
cults try to draw away or move in on the territory of the searching
individual. It is not improper to seek out the "sheepfold" of one's
choice. It is not improper to select the shepherd of your choice.

So we find Jesus using the everyday occupation of the shepherd to
define his role to his disciples. He asks us to select his "sheepfold"
and be assured that with Him as our shepherd, we need not be fearful
of those who prey on our faith.






